How to find the LGL:

Luitpoldstraße 1
97082 Würzburg

Tel.: 09131 6808-0
Fax: 09131 6808-7210
E-Mail: poststelle-wue@lgl.bayern.de

http://www.lgl.bayern.de

By car:

Coming from motorway A3 direction Nürnberg/Frankfurt:
- Coming from both directions, take the exit Würzburg/Heidingsfeld
- Turn left at the first traffic light in direction Würzburg. The street is called B19. Follow the B19 and turn right at the second exit.
- Go straight along the street called Mergenthaler Straße on the right trace following the signs Congress Centrum, Stadtmitte for about 2 km.
- Pass the lion-bridge following direction Congress Centrum to the Mercure-Hotel on the left side of the street.
- Directly after the Mercure-Hotel, turn right to the car park Friedensbrücke. Arriving at the car-park, turn immediately left into the private street.

Coming from motorway A7 direction Fulda-Würzburg:
- Take the exit called Würzburg/Estenfeld and follow the B19 in direction Würzburg/Estenfeld.
- Turn right into the Schweinfurter Straße following the signs Stadtmitte/Hauptbahnhof.
- Drive straight along the street called Schweinfurter Straße in direction Berliner Ring, a traffic circle, and turn right at the second exit in direction Haugerring/Bahnhof.
- Now drive straight again until the bridge called Friedensbrücke. Passing the bridge, turn left into the first street called Dreikronenstraße, turn left again in direction car park Friedensbrücke and immediately turn left into the private street.

By public transport:
- At the station square take the tramway number 2 direction to Zellerau until the stop Talavera (4th stopover).
- Once you arrive at the stop cross the Dreikronenstraße. The LGL-department Würzburg is located directly at the intersection Dreikronenstraße - corner Luitpoldstraße in a flat red-brown building.

For further information connect the www:
- City map at www.wuerzburg.de
- Rout planner and tickets(bus/train) at www.bayerninfo.de

We wish you a good journey!